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A	gas	at room temperature
T	>>	Tc



An	ultracold	gas
T	>	Tc			 λdb=h/mv	α T-1/2



Condensation
T	<	Tc			 λdb= d



Pure	condensate
T	<<	Tc



Bose-Einstein	statistics
(grand-canonical	 ensemble)

�

�
Bose-Einstein	distribution	 function: Chemical	potential	:

or	smaller	



Bose-Einstein	statistics
Total	number	 of	particles

Good	approximation	 for	
large	density	of	states

Keeping	T	fixed	add	particles:

Density	of	states	in	3D:

increase however,	



Bose-Einstein	statistics



Bose-Einstein	statistics

Here	we	made	a	mistake:	

Our	way	out	is	to	single	out	the	ground	 state:

Now	any	additional	particle	is	accommodated	in	the	ground	state!

At	the	critical	point:



T	<<	Tc

100nK



Getting cold:	Liquid	helium?

Room	temperature

Liquid	He:	4K



Getting cold:	Dilution	fridge??

Room	temperature

Liquid	He:	4K
Dilution	fridge:	10	mK



T	<<	Tc

300K
…

100uK



Laser	Cooling

0.1	mK

300	K









Lithium	MOT



T	<<	Tc

100uK
…

100nK



magnetic quadrupole trap

V = µ B

x

 B

Magnetic Trapping



Evaporative	cooling



Getting	cold:	Evaporative	cooling

Laser	cooling:	0.1	mK

Room	temperature

Evaporative	cooling:
100	nK

How	cold	is	100	nK	? 23 2mm/s
2 Bmv k T v= → ≈



Absorption	Imaging

CCD

Atoms

UHV	glass	cell

lens



Expansion	of	a	cold	gas	

500	nK

0.
6	
m
m



Condensation

430	nK



Condensation

300	nK



Condensation

200	nK



Pure	Condensate

100	nK



Characteristics	of	BEC?

(MIT	1997)



( ((

Off-diagonal	long	range	order

Single-particle	density	matrix	however	captures	most	relevant	physics:

with	

Many-body	correlations	can	get	complicated.

e.g.	density	of	gas	at	position	 r:

also	captures	momentum	distribution	
(that’s	where	BEC	takes	place!):

annihilates	particle	at	r



Off-diagonal	long	range	order
Consider	homogeneous	 gas	in	the	
thermodynamic	 limit:

translational	invariant	system

BEC	takes	place	in	momentum	space,	thus



Correlation	function

Distinguish	coherence	length	
from	correlation	 length!

Penrose	+	Onsager	criterion	for	BEC:	

First	order	correlation	function:



Field	operator:

Field	operator

BEC excitations

Bogoliubov approximation:	

with

BEC	wave	function:

density	(“diagonal	density”)

Phase	(“off-diagonal	elements”)

condensate				 fluctuations

Correlation	function:



Optics:	Youngs	Double	Slit Experiment



Measuring the Coherence of a	BEC
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Atom Laser with a cw Output Coupler

Immanuel Bloch, Theodor W. Hänsch, and Tilman Esslinger
Sektion Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Schellingstrasse 4/III, D-80799 Munich, Germany

and Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, D-85748 Garching, Germany
(Received 3 December 1998)

We demonstrate a continuous output coupler for magnetically trapped atoms. Over a period of up to
100 ms, a collimated and monoenergetic beam of atoms is continuously extracted from a Bose-Einstein
condensate. The intensity and kinetic energy of the output beam of this atom laser are controlled by
a weak rf field that induces spin flips between trapped and untrapped states. Furthermore, the output
coupler is used to perform a spectroscopic measurement of the condensate, which reveals the spatial
distribution of the magnetically trapped condensate and allows manipulation of the condensate on a
micrometer scale. [S0031-9007(99)08914-0]

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj, 42.55.– f

Four decades ago the first optical lasers [1] were demon-
strated [2,3], marking a scientific breakthrough: Ultimate
control over frequency, intensity, and direction of optical
waves had been achieved. Since then, lasers have found
innumerable applications, for both scientific and general
use. It may now be possible to control matter waves
in a similar way, as Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)
has been attained in a dilute gas of trapped atoms [4–6].
In a Bose-Einstein condensate a macroscopic number of
bosonic atoms occupy the ground state of the system,
which can be described by a single wave function. A
pulsed output coupler which coherently extracts atoms
from a condensate was demonstrated recently [7,8]. Be-
cause of its properties, this source is often referred to as an
atom laser.
In this Letter we report on the successful demonstration

of an atom laser with a continuous output. The duration
of the output is limited only by the number of atoms in
the condensate. The Bose-Einstein condensate is produced
in a novel magnetic trap [9] which provides an extremely
stable trapping potential. A weak rf field is used to ex-
tract the atoms from the condensate over a period of up to
100 ms, thereby forming an atomic beam of unprecedented
brightness. The output coupling mechanism can be visual-
ized as a small, spatially localized leak in the trapping po-
tential. The condensate wave function passes through the
leak and forms a collimated atomic beam. This continu-
ous output coupler allows the condensate wave function to
be studied and manipulated with high spatial resolution.
Let us consider a simple model for a cw output coupler

[10–12] and assume that atoms which are in a magnetically
trapped state are transferred into an untrapped state by a
monochromatic resonant rf field. In the untrapped state the
atoms experience the repulsive mean-field potential of the
condensate, which can be approximated by the parabolic
form of a Thomas-Fermi distribution. When the atoms
leave the trap the corresponding potential energy of the
atoms is transformed into kinetic energy. The velocity of
the atoms leaving the trap can be adjusted by the frequency

of the rf field, because it determines the spatial region
where the atoms are transferred into the untrapped state.
So far, only pulsed output couplers have been demon-

strated [7,13,14]. If a short and, hence, broadband rf pulse
is applied, the output pulse has a correspondingly large
energy spread. Each portion of the condensate that leaves
the trap has a kinetic energy distribution with a width
comparable to the mean-field energy of the condensate.
For this case the output coupling process is no longer spa-
tially selective and therefore largely insensitive to fluctua-
tions in the magnetic field.
Continuous wave output coupling, as done in this paper,

can be achieved only if the magnetic field fluctuations that
the trapped atoms experience are minimized. The level of
fluctuations in the magnetic field has to be much less than
the change of the magnetic trapping field over the spatial
size of the condensate.
In the experiment, we use a novel magnetic trap [9],

the quadrupole and the Ioffe configuration (QUIC) trap,
which is particularly compact and operates at a current
of just 25 A. The compactness of the trap allowed
us to place it inside a m-metal box, which reduces the
magnetic field of the environment and its fluctuations by
a factor of approximately 100. In combination with an
extremely stable current supply sDIyI , 10

24d we are
able to reduce the residual fluctuations in the magnetic
field to a level below 0.1 mG. The rf field for the output
coupler is produced by a synthesizer (HP-33120A) and
is radiated from the same coil as is used for evaporative
cooling. The coil has 10 windings, a diameter of 25 mm,
and is mounted 30 mm away from the trap center. The
magnetic field vector of the rf is oriented in the horizontal
plane, perpendicular to the magnetic bias field of the trap.
To obtain Bose-Einstein condensates we use the same

setup and experimental procedure as in our previous paper
[9]. Typically, 10

9 rubidium atoms are trapped and cooled
in a magneto-optical trap. Then the atoms are transferred
into the QUIC trap where they are further cooled by
rf-induced evaporation. The QUIC trap is operated with
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87Rb condensate

2×106 atoms

|mF=-1〉

|mF=0〉

Radio-frequency	output	coupling



Radio-frequency output coupling

B = const.

RF

50µm





Probing	First	Order	Coherence	(Experiment)

Thermal gas T >Tc Partly condensed T<Tc Fully condensed T <<Tc

V(Δz,T)





Spatial	Correlation	Function	of	a	Trapped	Bose	Gas

Constant correlation
function indicates the
presence of long-
range phase
coherence !

I.	Bloch,	T.	W.	Hänsch,	and	T.	Esslinger,	Nature	403,	166-170	(2000)



But	what	happens	right	at	the	critical	
point	of	the	phase	transition?

?

Change	T	and	measure?

L Influence	of	output	 coupling	30%	of	cloud
L Signal-to-noise	of	visibility



Critical behavior at a phase transition



History	of	phase	transitions
• 1869:	Andrews	observes	critical	opalescence	in	CO2



wikipedia

Phase	diagram	of	carbon	dioxide



Critical	point	dryer	(MEMS,	spices,	vaccines,	SEM	samples,	decaffination)



wikipedia

Phase	diagram	of	carbon	dioxide



Passing	the	critical	point (Andrews	1869)



History	of	phase	transitions
• 1869:	Andrews	observes	critical	opalescence	in	CO2

• 1873:	van	der	Waals	formulates	microscopic	theory

• 1937:	Landau	theory
• Global	order	parameter
• Expand	free	energy	 in	potentials	of	
• ->	predicts	critical	exponents	describing	

divergences	at	2nd order	phase	transitions

• 1944:	Onsager	solves	2D	Ising model	exactly	
• Critical	exponent	differs	from	Landau	theory
• Experiments	also	show	different	exponents

• 1950:	Landau-Ginzburg theory
• Extends	Landau	theory	by	space- and	time-varying	

order	parameter
• Now	fluctuations	can	be	captured!
• Close	to the critical point,	 fluctuations dominate,	

i.e.	Landau-theory breaks down
• Ginzburg	 criterion	predicts	size	of	critical	region

www.math.duke.edu

T=T
c

T >T
c T<T

c

©

a b



History	of	phase	transitions
• 1950:	Still	hard	to	calculate	physics	in	the	critical	regime

• 1971:	Wilson	renormalization	group	 theory
• See	lectures	of	Zinn-Justin
• Theory	predicts	critical	exponents	matching	to	

experiments

K
1

K
2



is	order	parameter	of	the	normal-to-superfluid	 phase	transition:

Order	parameter
System	undergoing	 a	2nd	order	phase	transition	from	
T>Tc	to	T<Tc	reduces	its	symmetry.

e.g.	Ising magnet:	direction	of	magnetization
e.g.	BEC:	phase	of	wave	function

->	extra	parameter	needed	 to	describe	state	of	system:	order	parameter

for	

for	
Choice	of	order	parameter	is	not	always	obvious,	has	to	be	done	 for	
every	system	afresh.	The	order	parameter	has	to	reflect	the	
symmetries	of	the	system.

Magnetization	 is	order	parameter	of	Ising model

BEC	wave	function	

for	 for	



Landau	theory T=T
c

T >T
c T<T

c

©
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Expand	free	energy	 in	powers	of	the	order	parameter:

External	field	h	(=0	for	BEC).

Find	minimum	 in	free	energy	with	respect	to	order	parameter:

One	global	minimum	 for	

Two	minima	 for

Critical	exponent	of	
order	parameter:

Parameterize



T=T
c

T >T
c T<T

c

©

a b

1D	order	parameter 2D	order	parameter

Landau	theory:	Mexican	hat



Landau-Ginzburg theory

Take	fluctuations	 into	account:	

“	Phi-4	model”	makes	pretty	accurate	predictions.	 Increasingly	higher	orders	have	
to	be	included	when	approaching	Tc

Ginzburg criterion	for	size	of	critical	region:		

Compare	magnitude	of	fluctuations	of	order	parameter	with	mean	
value	of	order	parameter.

For	an	interacting	BEC:

Prediction	 for	decay	of	correlation	 function	

or	

(from	microscopic	arguments)



Critical	exponents
At	critical	points,	 some	properties	
can	diverge:

• Correlation	length	of	
fluctuations	 (critical	
opalescence)

• Heat	capacity	of	liquid	helium	
diverges	at	the	critical	point

Most	precise	measurements	of	heat	capacity	
exponent	done	 in	a	space	mission
(Lipa et	al.	PRL	76,	944	(1996))

LG:	



Divergence	of	correlation	length

Scaling	hypothesis	 (Griffiths):

At	the	critical	point,	 the	only	relevant	length	scale	diverges.	Thus	the	
system	is	invariant	under	scale	transformations!

correlation	function	 for	large	r:

For	



correlation length:
typical range in which 
fluctuations are 
correlated 

Diverging	Correlation	Length
T<Tc T=Tc T>Tc



Critical	exponents	are	not	independent,	 but	are	related	
via	scaling	relations:

Far	away	from	Tc:

In	the	critical	region:

Scale	invariance	also	means	self-similarity.

Scaling	hypothesis



Universality	classes
At	the	critical	point,	 the	correlation	length	diverges:

• the	only	length	scale	in	the	system	is	correlation	length

• microscopic	properties	of	the	system	become	irrelevant

Systems	can	be	sorted	 into	universality	classes	given	by	
symmetry	and	dimensionality!

• Each	universality	class	is	described	by	the	same	set	of	
critical	exponents.

uniaxial 
magnet

critical 
opalescence 

Ising-model: XY-model

superconductor superfluid 
He

BEC



Critical	slow	down	and	finite	size
Finite	size:

• Thermodynamic	 limit	is	out	of	experimental	reach
• Finite	size	will	round	off	divergences	(think	of	correlation	length)
• Unclear	if	trapped	system	belongs	 to	different	universality	class

Critical	slow	down:

• Correlations	over	infinite	distances	also	
need	infinite	 time!	Also	the	relaxation	
time	diverges:	“critical	slow	down”

• Critical	slow	down	can	be	experienced	
both	experimentally	and	numerically.

• Depending	 on	quench	speed,	
correlations	will	“freeze	out”	at	a	certain	
point	and	remain	as	excitation	in	the	
system:	Kibble-Zurek mechanism



But	what	happens	right	at	the	critical	
point	of	the	phase	transition?

?
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But	what	happens	right	at	the	critical	
point	of	the	phase	transition?

?

Change	T	and	measure?

L Influence	of	output	 coupling	20%	of	cloud

L Signal-to-noise	of	visibility

L “Size	of	critical	region	 is	problem	of	experimentalists”	(Zinn Justin)



RF	output coupling

Single atom detector

RF

Output	couple	only	few	atoms	(<1%)

Detect	with	single-atom	efficiency

Having	luck:	critical	region	

or	

L Influence	of	output	 coupling	20%	of	cloud

L Signal-to-noise	of	visibility

L “Size	of	critical	region	 is	problem	of	experimentalists”	(Zinn Justin)



Detecting single atoms

cavity

Single	atom

laser
Single	photon
counter

Cavity Transmission:
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first	observation	by	H.	Mabuchi	 et	al.,	Opt.	Lett.	21,	1393	(1996)





Optische	Hoch-Finesse-Cavity

length =	178	μm
Mode	waist =	25	μm
Finesse ≈	300.000

Atom light coupling g0= 2π 10 MHz
Atomic decay rate γ = 2π 6.0 MHz
Cavity decay rate κ = 2π 1.4 MHz

Strong	coupling regime of cQED

κγ ,0 >g ü

γ
κ

g0



Apparatus

 transport

 transport

magnetic

magnetic

MOTpump &
dispensers

vibration
isolation
system

cavity

output
coupled
atoms

BEC

10-9 mbar

10-11 mbar

to pumps

bottom flange

top flange



Apparatus

transfer coil

Ioffe coil

quadrupole coil

gradient coil

gradient coil

cavity coils (5)

transport bracket

cooling circuit

M8 thread bar

towards cooling liquid feedthrough

MOT chamber

cavity

BEC

offset coil

sapphire spacers

Ioffe frame

vibration isolation
system                

gasket & screen

window
(teflon sealed)

differential
pumping tube

MOT coil

extra windings

tight fit bushing

ceramic spacer



Apparatus



Apparatus

15	stabilized lasers

>	1000	optical elements

>	200m	optical fibers



Detecting single atoms

g

position



Detecting	single	atoms

Detection efficiency >	23%



Detecting	single	atoms
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“Ramping”	the	temperature

->	change	temperature	by	waiting:	heating	rate	4nK/s



Detecting	interference	on	the	
single	atom	level



A	Close	Look	at	the	Phase	Transition

temperature resolution: 300 picokelvinTc=146 nK

(Tc+0.6 nK)
(Tc+2.8 nK)
(Tc+8.4 nK)



Determining	the	Critical	Exponent

T. Donner , S. Ritter, T. Bourdel, A. Öttl, M. Köhl, T. Esslinger, Science 315, 1556 (2007)



Result

Liquid Helium: Lipa et al., Phys. Rev. B 68, 174518 (2003)
Theory: Campostrini et al., Phys. Rev. B 74, 144506 (2006)  

Non-interacting system:
homogeneous ν =0.5
trapped ν =1

Landau theory homogeneous system ν =0.5

Renormalization group theory ν =0.6717(1)

Liquid Helium spaceborne experiment ν =0.67056(6)
(scaling relation α = 2 - 3ν)ten orders of

magnitude
difference
in density !



Influence	of	trapping	potential
Length	scales:
• Thermal	de	Broglie	wavelength	 0.4	um
• Critical	region	 in	space	(via	local	chemical	potential):	 50	um

• Experiment	probes	between	0.4um	and	2.2um	– expect	to	
observe	homogeneous	 results	(?!)

• Experimental	probe	symmetric	with	respect	to	trap	center!

PRA	79,	033611	(2009)





Smaller	system:

Rounding	 off	due	to	finite	size	effects




